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A Tribute to VIDEO GAMES
under the direction of Dr. Josh Davies
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Dr. Josh Davies – Director

Saxophones
  Altos
  Rayden Wong +
  Ryan Miller
  Cadence Krueger

  Tenors
  Thom Dowdle
  Stuart Dalby

  Baritone
  Payge Laverdiere

Trumpets
  Rex Mulder +
  Isaiah Chadney
  Macy Lyon
  Vinh Tran
  Alex Harlos

Trombones
  Lane Friars
  Devin Law (Piano/Voice)
  Kozue Tsujimoto
  Amanda Rood (Bass) +
  Life Yulo-Tamana (Bass/Sousaphone)

Rhythm Section
  Piano
  Steven Sztraube (Trombone) +

  Guitar
  Juan Añez
  Donovan Martinez

  Bass
  Ian Saunders

  Drums
  Iris Rebecka Johnston
  Quinn Schmick

+ denotes section leader
~ PROGRAM ~

A Tribute to Video Games

The Legend of Zelda Koji Kondo
arr. Johnny Summers

Bob-Omb Battlefield (Super Mario 64) Koji Kondo
Arr./Orch. Charlie Rosen

Star Wars Suite
1. Main Theme John Williams
arr. Johnny Summers
2. Binary Sunset
3. Imperial March
4. Cantina Song Jessica White, Steel Drums

INTERMISSION

All Bets Are Off (Cuphead) Kristopher Maddigan

Floral Fury (Cuphead) Kristopher Maddigan

Closing Credits (Cuphead) Kristopher Maddigan

Route 209 (Pokemon) Hitomi Sato
Arr. Carlos Seine

Game of Thrones Ramin Djawadi
arr. Callum Au

--Taiko Drums--
Taelynn Graham, Kyla Cyrzan, Taylor Murphy